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Creative Black and White Photography: Advanced Camera and Darkroom TechniquesAllworth Press, 2003

	The revised edition of this guide teaches photographers to systematically re-think the photographic process and take their technique to a new level. The author introduces an array of advanced techniques and concepts and explains how to use them creatively to solve a wide range of challenging aesthetic problems. The uses of sophisticated...


		

How to Grow as a Photographer: Reinventing Your CareerAllworth Press, 2006

	Are you bored producing the same old work, but do it because it’s safe? Are corporate politics, outsourcing, or the digital revolution too much for you to handle? Has a personal tragedy caused you to reevaluate your career path?  If you answered yes to any of these questions, look no further than this inspirational guide.
...


		

Design Literacy: Understanding Graphic DesignAllworth Press, 2014

	Author and design expert Steven Heller has revisited and revised the popular classic Design Literacy by revising many of the thoughtful essays from the original and mixing in thirty-two new works. Each essay offers a taste of the aesthetic, political, historical, and personal issues that have engaged designers from the late...






		

Branding for NonprofitsAllworth Press, 2006

	Branding for Nonprofits provides the processes, tools, and thinking needed to brand or rebrand. Author DK Holland—a pioneer in the field—helps nonprofits approach the rebranding process with confidence and enthusiasm. Case studies reveal real-life situations in which nonprofits have successfully created branding opportunities...


		

Starting Your Career as an Interior DesignerAllworth Press, 2016

	Starting Your Career as an Interior Designer contains all the necessary tools and strategies to successfully launch and grow a professional design business in the competitive world of interior design. Drawing on the authors' extensive experience, this book includes case studies, and personal anecdotes that help teach you how...


		

Sell Online Like a Creative Genius: A Guide for Artists, Entrepreneurs, Inventors, and Kindred SpiritsAllworth Press, 2019

	How to sell art or anything else online without leaving your home.

	Whether you're selling original artwork, jewelry, or a unique product, this is the book for you. Brainard Carey offers advice with solid examples of how building an online business is something every creative person can pursue. Carey draws from his...
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